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This article focuses narrowly on the use
of various performance profilers and
other techniques in order to improve

CPU efficiency in applications.
Some of the more notable profilers on

the market are:

1. Compuware Strobe
2. BMC Software Intune
3. Serena StarTool APM
4. IBM Application Monitor for z/OS

“IT’S NOT WHAT THEY DON’T
KNOW THAT WORRIES ME. IT’S WHAT THEY DO
KNOW THAT IS WRONG!”

Do you know of folks, intimately familiar with their own applica-
tion, who have attempted to reduce the CPU impact by streamlining
code where they “know” the problem must be? Have they “dropped
to assembler” to speed up processing, only to find results disap-
pointing? Have they taken once straightforward code and replaced
it by convoluted and contrived code only to find the improvement
not enough to warrant the extra maintenance difficulties?

Performance profilers can save days or weeks of investigation by
pinpointing programs, subprograms, CSECTs, paragraphs, even
individual lines of code where the heaviest CPU usage is actually
occurring. Profilers report on absolute CPU usage as well as the
percentage of overall CPU processing consumed. Profilers usually
allow the user to control the granularity of the analysis so you can
determine CPU “hot spots” as precisely as needed. Think of them
as “smart weapons” for performance analysis.

This article presents some general guidelines you may find use-
ful in speeding up code that the profiler identifies. We’ll also touch
on tricks to get more information out of the profiler analysis to
more precisely pinpoint the bottlenecks.

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

Assembler code is a last resort for the significant potential perfor-
mance boost, and it is necessary and worth the additional maintenance
and staffing problems. Coding in assembler can be quite helpful but
not necessarily for the reasons most assume. It is not just the fact
the logic is implemented in assembler that usually helps. After all,

that’s basically what compilers do, in some
fashion, during their code generation.

80/20 RULE. OR WAS IT 90/10?
COULD BE 95/5

Often coding in assembler, when
done to the entire application or to very
large portions of same, is just not worth
the additional maintenance and support
and debugging costs. Moreover, if you
can truly highlight where assembler
coding can get you the most “bang for

the buck” you may need just 5% or less of the application written
by your in-house bit-twiddler yet still get 95% or more of the
possible CPU improvement.

HELP THE POOR COMPILER

What really helps when coding in assembler versus a high-level
language is the programmer’s ability to make use of “knowledge”
that cannot be imparted to a compiler. You know your data. The
compiler doesn’t. You know which variables are most frequently
referenced in your code. The compiler can only make educated
guesses. Assume you know of a variable that is used so frequently
it would behoove you to have it reside in a register rather than to be
constantly fetched/stored from/to memory. You have options. Some
COBOL compilers assume data-names at the start of WORKING-
STORAGE indicate frequency of use. Some C/C++ compilers
allow variables to be declared with “register” modifier.

Which of the two equivalent code snippets below gives the com-
piler additional information that may aid optimization?

A.
memcpy(dest,srce,256);

B.
/* int ‘n’ was set to 256 somewhere else in code

*/memcpy(dest,srce,n);

Snippet A allows the compiler to generate a singe MVC (move
character) instruction to move the 256 bytes. With B it must generate
extra code to handle cases where ‘n’ is ZERO or where ‘n’ is
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greater than 256 and, conceivably, where ‘n’
exceeds 16MB.

SAS/C guidelines even recommend
something like the following in critical per-
formance code:

if (n) {

if (n<257)

memcpy(dest,srce,(UCHAR)n);

else if (n<65536)

memcpy(dest,srce,(USHORT)n);

else

memcpy(dest,srce,n); /* big move = call

ovhd insig */

}

The above casts (UCHAR or USHORT)
allows a quick EX MVC (EXECUTE of a
MOVE CHARACTER) for smaller moves
and possibly an inline MVCL (MOVE CHAR
LONG) for somewhat larger moves and, final-
ly, a possible call to a runtime routine for the
very largest moves. The compiler cannot, on
its own, elect to generate such code as it may
make no sense in many cases. For example,
cases where the size of the move is always at
least a few K but less than 100K. You know
your data. The compiler cannot always know.

TRUST BUT VERIFY

Before using the profiler you should set up
a consistent, reproducible test scenario,
preferably quite long running, and a time and
place where “noise” from other work being
performed on the mainframe was minimal. It
is not uncommon for users to schedule week-
end runs of 24 hours and up on an otherwise
unused test system. This is especially true for
more complicated applications involving
multi-tasking and/or polling and/or off-host
messaging/sockets/interaction.

It is important for you to quickly confirm
whether changes you made are effective and
warrant inclusion. Most profilers, if not all,
operate in a sampling manner. They wake up
periodically and look around an address space
to see what CPU activity has taken place for
every task. They also note the location of the
next instruction to be executed in each task to
which they assign that usage. Over time this
can mean a reasonably precise analysis of
CPU impact, percentage-wise, for whatever
granularity you desire. It may be CSECT by
CSECT or down to a few lines of code. The
profiler itself has a CPU impact so you cannot
go by absolute figures indicated by SDSF DA
or Omegamon or other outside monitor.

You may actually have to confirm the
efficacy of code changes by not just a pro-
filed run but also by a non-profiled run
where you should be able to produce a total
CPU consumption that is hopefully
reduced. Run the same application with the
identical inputs and options and see if you
get a real world improvement. The profiled
run is to determine if changes produce a rel-
ative reduction in percentage of CPU usage
for the code areas modified.

TRYING TO HIT
A MOVING TARGET

Here’s where performance freaks get
gray hair. You’re doing your performance
tuning on a mid-range mainframe, then find
production will run on a newly ordered
z/800 that expects a different instruction
mix. What ran spiffily on one system may
vary on a different box. Worse yet, you have
your own development P/390 or an emulated
z/900 on an IBM Pentium box or even an
OS/390 image running on the Hercules
z/900 emulator hosted on a Macintosh
multi-processor G4! Do you have any hope
at all that decisions made in performance
tuning have any relevance to the actual host
where the production work will run?

Imagine the coronary you’ll get when
selecting all compiler optimization options
on your development system, only to find
actual execution apparently is even more
CPU intensive! You have to do performance
tuning on a real world environment. You
should not go overboard on contrived code
tweaks that may do more harm than good at
the next hardware upgrade. Compilers that
allow you to specify the target system
somewhat mollify this problem.

I know of a real sharpie at one of the pro-
filer vendors who uses the equivalent of a
P/390 for his development. He admits he
has to radically adjust his findings in many
cases. That is something he’s able to do only
because of his extensive familiarity with
performance issues. He still has to verify on
a more substantial system.

TARGETS OF OPPORTUNITY

You have your first profile run. There
probably is a reporting option to show the
CPU heavy hogs in order. The top of the list
are your best targets of opportunity. It’s
clear that the top CSECT, GNARFER, con-
sumes mass quantities of CPU—over 5%,

whereas entries past the first 2/5ths of the
list are almost insignificant at 0.01% and
less. You examine the source and rework the
GNARFing algorithm. You run a confirma-
tion test and are distressed to find it still is
at 4.8%. You call in your best bit-twiddler
who delivers an assembler version 3 weeks
later that still takes 4.5% to do the necessary
GNARFING. A Target of Opportunity, as
identified by the profiler, needn’t necessarily
be the culprit.

DETERMINING THE REAL
CPU CULPRITS

It could be that GNARFER was originally
coded in a near optimal fashion. It could be
that the 5% to 4.5% is the best you can do
and perhaps wasn’t worth the effort. Or it
could be that GNARFER is not the prob-
lem! What if GNARFER GNARFS like a
bandit but some other piece of code is either
invoking GNARFER too often and/or
invoking GNARFER in a non-optimal man-
ner? A simple case would be where GNAR-
FER is called twice by mistake. How about
if GNARFING is a search function (search
for STRING within STRING?) where the
starting position of the search can be speci-
fied. As some very large buffer or string is
being searched for different content, the
invoking code unwisely always started the
scan at the first position, when often the
search could have been picked up after
where the last search succeeded.

BREAD CRUMBS ALONG
THE TRAIL

In both cases the problem is not GNARFER
but the invoking code. Here’s where you
have to add code to root out potential trou-
blemakers. If your compiler has a traceback
function where you can obtain or display
who called who called who called
who....insert code to use it inside GNARFER.
Perhaps display traceback on random calls
to GNARFER. Perhaps every 100th.
Perhaps the first 5 of every hundred. All
approaches have plusses and minuses.

CODE SHIFTING TECHNIQUES

Quick and dirty confirmations can be
done in many cases. You see a chunk of code
or a subroutine that you suspect is a prob-
lem. Where possible, bracket that code with
PERFORM 5 TIMES ... END-PERFORM
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or otherwise quintuple the invocations.
That’s assuming such quintupling is not in
and of itself destructive. You now rerun a
relatively short non-profiled test that previ-
ously consumed 10 CPU seconds. It now
takes 12 CPU seconds. The additional two
CPU seconds can be reasonably attributed
to the 4 extra iterations of the code in ques-
tion. You can confidently weigh that code as
a consumer of a half CPU second or 5% of
original total CPU usage (10 CPU seconds).
This is a poor man’s profiling. Now you
rework or refigure that code and run the
quickie Popeil Pocket Profiler to measure
any improvements. Drop from 12 CPU sec-
onds to 11 and you know you have chopped
CPU usage for that code by 40%!

C and C++ compilers (either automatical-
ly or through compiler options or through
source code modifiers) allow for code being
generated inline. It is much like a C #define
or a COBOL PROCEDURE DIVISION
COPY ..... REPLACING ... BY ... or even
C++ templates and patterns. The effect is to
shift code generation, and therefore CPU
consumption, from a central subroutine to
the places where that subroutine is invoked.
Sometimes the only way you can determine
the efficacy of some code refinements is to
measure just overall CPU and assign any
improvements to where such inline code
was changed. Conversely, you can turn off
inlining or remove such modifiers to now
have the CPU impact for that logic to show
up in subroutines and not melded into the
invoking code’s CPU footprint.

Another possible improvement is to help
the compiler optimization through the BIG
BANG compile. That means you compile
larger and larger chucks of code by
INCLUDING subroutines. This gives the
compiler the chance to do some global opti-
mization not possible when your application
is made up of 1400 tiny, separately com-
piled code snippets. If the compiler can
grasp the entirety of the application it may
be able to inline code where optimal, to
assign global register usage, to corral fre-
quently accessed variable within a single
base register’s 4K addressing, etc.

CHERRY PICK YOUR TARGETS
(SIMPLICITY VS. EFFECTIVENESS)

You have pinpointed a subroutine needing
improvement, and dropping to assembler
seems the best course. You dread it, though,
as the algorithms involved are somewhat
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TASKTIME TITLE ‘GET CPUTIME IN MICROSECONDS SINCE TASK STARTED’
TASKTIME AMODE 31
TASKTIME RMODE ANY
**********************************************************************
*
*    77  STARTED PIC S9(9) COMP.
*    77  ENDED   PIC S9(9) COMP.
*    77  ELAPSED PIC S9(9) COMP.
*    77  RUNNING-TOTAL PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +0.
*
*        PERFORM X TIMES
*            CALL ‘TASKTIME’ USING STARTED
*            . . .   code being timed
*            . . .   code being timed
*            CALL ‘TASKTIME’ USING ENDED

COMPUTE ELAPSED = ENDED - STARTED
*            DISPLAY ELAPSED ‘ CPU MICROSECONDS THIS ITERATION”
*            ADD ELAPSED TO RUNNING-TOTAL
*        END-PERFORM
*        DISPLAY RUNNING-TOTAL
*           ‘ IS TOTAL CPU FOR ALL ITERATIONS OF THIS CODE’.
*                             
**********************************************************************

YREGS
TASKTIME CSECT ,

SAVE  (14,12),,TASKTIME.&SYSDATE..&SYSTIME  SAVE REGISTERS
LR    R12,R15            BASE REGISTER
USING TASKTIME,R12       
L     R5,0(R1)           POINT TO CALLER’S WORD ...
XR    R15,R15            CLEAR RETURN CODE ...
USING PSA,0             
L     R6,PSATOLD         TCB ADDRESS 
USING TCB,R6
LM    R8,R9,TCBTTIME     TCB TIME TO DBLWORD   
SRDL  R8,12              DIVIDE BY 4096 FOR CPU MICROSECONDS
ST    R9,0(R5)           RETURN MICROSECONDS TO CALLER
RETURN (14,12),RC=(15)   RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
IHAPSA
IKJTCB
END   TASKTIME

**********************************************************************

FIGURE 3: USING ASSEMBLER TO GET THE START AND END CPU USAGE VALUES

char buffer[4096],result[256];
. . .
memcpy(result,buffer,256);
for (i=256;i<4096;i+=256) {

XC(result,buffer+i,256);
}  // pseudo inline assembler
XC(result,result+128,128);
XC(result,result+64,64);
. . .
XC(result,result+4,4);
XC(result,result+2,2);
XC(result,result+1,1);

FIGURE 2: XOR CHARACTER (XC) COMBINING 2 PIECES OF 256 BYTES

uword buffer[1024],xor;

. . .
ReserveRegs(R4+R5+R6+R7+R8); // tell compiler hands off
XR(R4,R4);    // pseudo code for inline assembler
for (i=0;i<1024;i+=4) {    

LM(R5,R8,buffer+i);      // try with LM of 4 regs
XR(R4,R5);               // XOR them all into R4
XR(R4,R6);
XR(R4,R7);
XR(R4,R8);

}
xor = GetReg(R4);  // xor is same result as above
FreeRegs();        // give back to compiler to use
c = xor ^ (xor >> 8) ^ (xor >> 16) ^ (xor >> 24);

FIGURE 1: USING LM TO FETCH 4 OR 8 WORDS AT A TIME
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complicated, necessitating extra care in
coding and extra worry over future mainte-
nance. The answer may be to add a hook into
the high level code to carve out some of the
more common and straightforward cases to
be handled by assembler and leave the rest,
more obscure, to be fed through original
logic. There are still some assembler routines
in IBM’s FTP where almost a decade ago I
cherry picked the more common
RECFM=FB|VB and left the less frequent
and more convoluted RECFM=VBS|VS to
fall through older code. The trade off is speed
of implementation and confidence of results
and near optimal performance boost versus
more time taken writing more involved code
for marginally better performance results.

FULL FRONTAL COMPILER
OPTIMIZATION

Most compilers have optimization abili-
ties to radically move your code around.
The intent is to produce the same results
more efficiently. Obvious cases would be an
“ I := 5; ” within a loop which, if ‘I’ is not
modified anywhere else and if it is at least a
one time loop, the compiler will generate
code as if there was a single such statement
just prior to the loop. Function code can be
inline based on the compiler’s complexity
measurements for that function. What you
may lose is the formerly easy association at
debug/runtime between line numbers and
the executing code. If a variable’s contents
are maintained only in a register during a
loop, then the connection between variable
contents and the original logic is lost. You
may be debugging and look at the loop iter-
ation counter and find it be zero yet the loop
just loops along.

NO MAN CAN SLAY
THE CPU CYCLOPS

This is the part assembler programmers
won’t like. Their worth, as far as CPU speed

improvements are concerned, is lessening.
Aside from the difficulty in a human deter-
mining the optimal assembler code based on
target system, the progress in multi-pipelin-
ing, multi-processor, super-caching systems
is just too much for mere mortals to compre-
hend. An optimizing compiler may be able to
interleave logic so as to have separate calcu-
lations proceed simultaneously along differ-
ent pipelines. The optimizer could take
the roughly 5 instructions each for 3 or 4
consecutive statements in your source and
generate 15 or 20 instructions that, by inter-
leaving calculation sequences, reduce or
remove dependencies. That means instruc-
tions are not dependent on the prior instruction
(or instruction prior to that) completing. You
get a nice overlap of instruction execution.

NOW THROW THE HUMAN
A BONE

Relax. Humans still have an advantage
in some areas. Take the simple case of
calculating a one-byte checksum by
XORing every byte in a 4K buffer...

ubyte buffer[4096],c=0;

. . .

for (i=0;i<4096;i++){c ^= buffer[i];}

A human might say “Why not XOR a
word at a time instead of just a byte. When
finished just XOR the 4 bytes of last word.”

uword buffer[1024],xor=0;

. . .

for (i=0;i<1024;i++) {xor ^= buffer[i];}

c = xor ^ (xor >> 8) ^ (xor >> 16) ^

(xor >> 24);

A wizard may say “Reduce the number of
memory fetched by using load multiple (LM)
to fetch 4 words at a time. Maybe even 8
words at a time!” See Figure 1 (on page 16).

Finally, someone may try the counterintu-
itive “do it all in memory” with XOR

character (XC) instructions combining two
chunks of 256 bytes each. See Figure 2 (on
page 16).

Believe it or not, actual time trials show the
four approaches improving in CPU perfor-
mance to where the final approach consumes
less than 1% of the CPU usage of the first,
straightforward variation. Now ask yourself
how long will it be before compiler optimiz-
ers can spot similar code and generate such
radical improvements. Why it’s weeks away,
at least! {smile} Optimizing compilers may
carve out the section of code and determine
the only results or side effects of any use is
the one byte result in ‘c’. The optimizer can
determine it is derived from XOR’s of con-
tiguous bytes in memory. It may determine
that each byte of memory partakes in the
gang-XORing just once. It applies the
Associative law of XORing (just made it up)
and, voila!, it generates the above.

GO PROFILE YOURSELF!

One more approach to ascertain the
effectiveness of code changes is to insert
code at start and end of suspect code to
measure CPU usage for just that code.
Some languages, like C, have functions
like ctime() to accomplish this. You can
also use the assembler below, callable
from COBOL and such, to get the START
and END CPU usage values for the cur-
rent task while performing the code in
question. You can compare results to the
same run with modified code. See Figure 3
(on page 16).  

Jim Keohane is president of New York con-
sulting company Multi-Platforms, Inc. He
specializes in commercial software devel-
opment & consulting, with emphasis on
cross-platform and performance issues, as
well as expert witness service in software
patent & copyright cases.
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